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Abstract. If dark matter is composed of primordial black holes, such black holes can span an
enormous range of masses. A variety of observational constraints exist on massive black holes,
and black holes with masses below 1015 g are often assumed to have completely evaporated
by the present day. But if the evaporation process halts at the Planck scale, it would leave
behind a stable relic, and such objects could constitute the entirety of dark matter. Neutral
Planck-scale relics are effectively invisible to both astrophysical and direct detection searches.
However, we argue that such relics may typically carry electric charge, making them visible to
terrestrial detectors. We evaluate constraints and detection prospects in detail, and show that
if not already ruled out by monopole searches, this scenario can be largely explored within
the next decade using existing or planned experimental equipment. A single detection would
have enormous implications for cosmology, black hole physics, and quantum gravity.
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1 Introduction
The last few years have seen a resurgence of interest in black holes as a dark matter candidate.
Many of the simplest and best-motivated particle dark matter candidates have been strongly
constrained by a combination of collider searches [1] and direct detection experiments [2–5].
Macroscopic objects such as black holes are an attractively minimal dark matter candidate
by comparison. Many scenarios predict the production of primordial black holes (PBHs) in
the early universe without the addition of any new fields. Such black holes could constitute a
significant fraction of cosmological dark matter [6], and could simultaneously serve as a probe
of high-scale physics which sets the conditions of their formation [7].
The detection of gravitational waves by LIGO spurred additional enthusiasm for the
possibility that PBHs could account for dark matter, with many analyses of PBH dark matter
at masses of order 50M [8]. However, interest in PBH dark matter has been reignited across
the mass spectrum. Substantial efforts have been made over the last few years to detect
PBHs at all scales, and many constraints limit the fraction of dark matter in PBHs with
masses above ∼ 10−6M. For smaller black holes, there remain mass windows in which
PBH-dominated dark matter is viable. In particular, microlensing constraints have recently
been relaxed at masses for which the Schwarzschild radius is of order the wavelength of light
surveyed [9, 10]. But even in this regime, constraints will strengthen with additional data
and modeling of these finite-size effects.
This leaves the extremely light black holes, i.e., those produced with a mass below
∼ 1014 g. Such small black holes are expected to be unstable due to Hawking radiation: they
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should completely evaporate within the lifetime of the universe. The evaporation process has
been used to draw constraints on the population of light black holes today [11–13]. However,
evaporation is not well-understood at masses of order the Planck scale. It has been suggested
that Hawking radiation in fact halts near this scale, leaving a relic black hole of mass ∼MPl
[14–17], and these relics could constitute the entirety of dark matter [18, 19]. Such a relic
would be almost completely inert, interacting only via gravity, but with a mass far too small
to be detected as an individual object. From an experimental viewpoint, dark matter in
the form of Planck-scale relics is a “nightmare” scenario, in that dark matter is effectively
a particle with no non-gravitational interaction with the standard model. As such, it is
extremely difficult to constrain relic black holes as dark matter.
However, there is another possibility: suppose that such relic black holes were electrically
charged. Then these objects might be detectable by existing means. Interestingly, as we will
discuss here, there is reason to believe that relic black holes could typically carry non-zero
charge. The scenario is as follows: as the black hole evaporates, it emits charged particles
of both signs, and it does so stochastically. Thus, during the evaporation process, non-zero
electric charges are generic. If evaporation is cut off sharply at some mass scale of order MPl,
the black hole might be frozen with leftover electric charge of random sign. Alternatively, as
we will also discuss, the impact of the spontaneous charge itself on the black hole geometry
may act as a stabilizing mechanism. Regardless of their origin, we call such objects Charged
Planck-scale Relics (CPRs). In this work, we show that such objects, if they exist, would be
detectable terrestrially.
Generally, electric charges of order e are considered to be incompatible with dark matter.
However, experimental constraints on the charge of dark matter (e.g. in the context of
millicharged dark matter) are always placed on some combination of the charge and mass
of the dark matter species. In our case, we will be interested in objects with a charge-to-
mass ratio of order ∼ e/MPl. Such objects behave as dark matter in every respect: their
self-interactions are dominated by gravity; their interactions with standard model particles
impart no appreciable change in their momentum; and, since they must be extremely sparse
due to their large masses, they have no impact on baryonic dynamics apart from their bulk
gravitational potential.
CPRs are similar to charged massive particles (CHAMPs [20]) in that they possess
integer-valued electric charges. CHAMPs have been studied as a dark matter candidate for
decades, but direct detection prospects differ significantly between CHAMPs and CPRs, due
mainly to the difference in the typical masses of the two objects. CHAMPs are depleted in
the galactic disk due to their interactions with magnetic fields [21, 22], and a survey of other
CHAMP probes by Dimopoulos et al. [23] yielded null results. However, these results apply
only to CHAMPs with masses below 108 TeV. We expect CPRs to be found at ∼ 1016 TeV,
well above this threshold, so the CHAMP literature is largely inapplicable to our case.
The strongest cosmological constraint on the charge-to-mass ratio of dark matter comes
from the CMB power spectrum [24], which requires
qDM . 2.24× 10−4
(mDM
1 TeV
)1/2
e. (1.1)
Our fiducial mass scale is MPl, for which this translates to qDM . 2.5× 103e. This constraint
is thus also irrelevant for our scenario, in which, as detailed below, we predict charges of order
e. Indeed, as we will discuss, the cosmic censorship conjecture imposes a much stronger con-
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straint on the electric charge of Planck-scale black holes. Constraints on qDM from terrestrial
experiments are also ineffective at the large masses we consider.
Thus, there are two major motivations to search for CPRs experimentally. First, despite
being electrically charged, CPRs could constitute the entirety of dark matter if evaporation
halts near the Planck scale. Second, even if CPRs constitute only a small fraction of dark
matter, the confirmed detection of even one such object would be of incredible value to black
hole physics: it would confirm that black hole evaporation does indeed halt, and pave the
way for the experimental study of quantum gravity. Remarkably, the first constraints on
the abundance of CPRs can already be placed with existing experimental results, and future
experiments offer the opportunity to considerably tighten these bounds.
The structure of this work is as follows. In section 2, we show how CPRs can form, and
quantitatively estimate their abundance given realistic formation scenarios. In section 3, we
study the interaction of CPRs with matter and evaluate mechanisms for the terrestrial detec-
tion of CPRs. In section 4, we derive constraints from non-detection in existing experiments
and project constraints that can be obtained from proposed or upcoming experiments. We
discuss the implications in section 5 and conclude in section 6.
Unless otherwise indicated, we work in units with c = ~ = kB = G = 1, and ε0 =
1/4pi. In these units, the elementary charge e is given by 1/
√
α ≈ 1/11.7. We take
MPl = (~c/G)1/2 = 1. In these units, a black hole with charge-to-mass ratio Q/M has
Q ≈ (Q/M)(11.7e). Additionally, note that e corresponds to “positive charge” in these units.
2 Evaporation and spontaneous charge
Hawking [25] showed that black holes radiate, or evaporate, as thermal blackbodies. A black
hole’s temperature is related to its surface gravity κ via T = κ/(2pi), and according to no-hair
theorems [26], κ can only depend on three parameters: the black hole’s massM , electric charge
Q, and angular momentum L. As a benchmark, a Schwarzschild black hole (Q = L = 0) of
massM has temperature T = 1/(8piM) as measured by a faraway observer. Since evaporation
tends to discharge angular momentum more rapidly than either mass or charge [27], a black
hole with some initial spin is unlikely to have appreciable angular momentum once it reaches
the Planck scale. Thus, we will only consider non-rotating (L = 0) black holes with charge
Q. Such black holes are described by the Reissner-Nordström (RN) metric:
ds2 =
(
1 +
2M
r
+
Q2
r2
)
dt2 −
(
1− 2M
r
+
Q2
r2
)−1
dr2 − r2 d2Ω. (2.1)
The radial component of the RN metric diverges at two values of r, namely
r± = M ±
√
M2 −Q2. (2.2)
The outer horizon radius r+ defines the surface of the black hole for our purposes, and thus
plays an important role in determining the properties of particle emission. Note that we only
have two distinct horizons when Q < M . When Q = M , the black hole is extremal, and its
surface gravity vanishes. If Q > M , the black hole is super-extremal. Such states are generally
thought to be non-physical. We will discuss extremality in more detail in section 2.3. The
temperature of an RN black hole is given by
T =
(
M2 −Q2)1/2
2pi
(
M + (M2 −Q2)1/2
)2 . (2.3)
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Hawking radiation has yet to be directly observed, due mainly to the fact that all known
black holes have large masses, and are therefore extremely cold. An astrophysical black hole
cannot form below the Chandrasekhar limit [28] of ∼ 1.4M, for which the corresponding
temperature is T ∼ 4× 10−12 eV. Thus, the effects of Hawking radiation on astrophysical
black holes are negligible even on cosmological timescales. Since all known black holes are
cold, with temperatures much lower than the masses of any known massive particles, black
hole evaporation is often treated by considering only the emission of neutral massless particles.
But in our scenario, we are interested in black holes of primordial origin, which may form
with much lower masses, and thus radiate with much higher temperatures. Such black holes
can produce massive charged particles at an appreciable rate.
Since there is no need for such particles to be emitted in pairs of opposite sign, a neutral
black hole can spontaneously acquire an electric charge by emission of a charged particle.
On the other hand, a charged black hole is more likely to emit particles of like sign [29], so
the spontaneous charge of a sufficiently small black hole fluctuates rapidly around neutrality.
Page [30] studied the distribution of black hole charges numerically, and found that if a black
hole is small enough to emit charged leptons rapidly, the equilibrium charge distribution is
approximately Gaussian,
P (Q) ∼ exp (−4piα(Q/e)2) , (2.4)
with rms value of Q/e given by (8piα)−1/2 ≈ 2.34. The numerical calculations in that work
show that if the product of the black hole mass and the emitted particle mass is small in
Planck units, then the rms value of Q/e increases to ∼ 6.
In our scenario, we envision that evaporation is halted near the Planck scale, and that
any remaining charge is thus “stuck” on the black hole, leaving a charged Planck-scale relic
(CPR). Of course, black hole evaporation is not well understood at masses near the Planck
scale, and the outstanding issues in the study of black hole evaporation are beyond the scope of
this work. Ultimately, we must neglect these problems in order to study the basic plausibility
of our scenario. However, we will first review what the problems are, and discuss which ones
can be ameliorated in our context and which ones cannot.
The spontaneous emission of charge by black holes has been studied analytically, e.g.
by Gibbons [29], and one might hope that such analytical work could serve as a guide for our
study. However, such analytical techniques break down when the black hole horizon becomes
smaller than the emitted particle’s Compton wavelength. Thus, we must retreat to numerical
techniques. In the ultra-low-mass regime, near MPl, there are several additional issues that
confound an exact calculation of the charge distribution. Of course, the behavior of gravity
itself is poorly understood in this regime: quantum gravity corrections should be significant,
and it is not known how this influences the charge distribution. But even treating gravity as
a classical background, several problems remain.
The first problem is the treatment of backreaction from emitted charges on the rate of
subsequent emissions. The relevant quantity here is the timescale separating distinct emission
events. For massive black holes, with low temperatures, this timescale is quite long [30], and
backreaction can be neglected. But for small black holes, the emission rate is much higher, so
it may be inappropriate to treat consecutive emission events as independent processes. The
nature of backreaction and its connection to black hole stabilization is subject to ongoing
discussion in the literature [see e.g. 31], and the impact on the charge distribution is unclear.
The second problem is that as the mass becomes very small, the charge-to-mass ratio
becomes appreciable, and the impact of the charge on the black hole geometry cannot be
neglected. This is manifested most clearly in the case that Q ∼ 12e for a black hole of
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M ∼ MPl, in which case the black hole is near-extremal: the charge-to-mass ratio is nearly
as great as possible, and the surface gravity of the black hole drops nearly to zero. An
exactly extremal black hole has a temperature of exactly zero, and emits no thermal Hawking
radiation. (It may still radiate athermally, as we will discuss shortly.) The calculation of
Page [30] assumed that Q/M  1, a condition we may very well violate in our scenario.
The third problem concerns the role of the electromagnetic coupling α. At large black
hole masses, the width of the equilibrium charge distribution in eq. (2.4) is sensitive to α.
The calculation is perturbative, so it is critical that the back-reaction of emitted particles
on the metric should be higher-order in α. But this is not necessarily the case at extremely
small length scales. To make matters worse, the temperature is also of order the Planck scale,
meaning that the relevant value of α is subject to renormalization all the way to the Planck
scale, and thus is sensitive to potentially all of BSM physics.
In light of all these issues, it is impractical to attempt a first-principles calculation of the
charge distribution of relic Planck-scale black holes. Thus, in this work, we only perform an
extremely naive estimate of the charge fraction as a plausibility argument, and then outline
how such massive charged objects could be detected.
2.1 Emission from black holes
Hawking [32] showed that for a species with charge q and mass m, the emission rate at a
frequency ω in each angular mode (`,m) and polarization p is given by
dN`,m,p
dtdω
=
Γ`,m,p(ω, T, qΦ)/2pi
exp [(ω + qΦ) /T ]± 1 (2.5)
where Φ is the electrostatic potential at the surface of the hole (−Q/r+ in our case), and
Γ`,m,p is an absorption coefficient specific to that mode. The emission rate of eq. (2.5) has
the form of a thermal spectrum with a chemical potential proportional to the black hole’s
charge. It is sometimes useful to take a different viewpoint, and consider the emission rate
to result from a combination of two mechanisms, one thermal and one athermal.
Heuristically, Hawking emission can be viewed as the separation of spontaneous virtual
particle-antiparticle pairs by the black hole horizon. In the absence of charge, this process is
mediated by gravity alone. This is the “thermal” component of black hole evaporation, which
deviates from a blackbody spectrum only by virtue of the greybody factors Γ`,m,p. However,
if the black hole has a significant charge, then the picture must be modified: now, in addition
to strong curvature near the horizon, there is a strong electric field. A strong electric field,
even in the absence of curvature, can separate particle-antiparticle pairs in much the same
way. This particle production due to vacuum polarization is just the familiar Schwinger
mechanism [33]. It enters into eq. (2.5) in two ways: first, as a chemical potential in the
exponential factor, and second, via the dependence of Γ`,m,p on the black hole’s charge. Note
that eq. (2.5) is compatible with the operation of the Schwinger mechanism even when the
black hole’s temperature is exactly zero. We refer to the component of radiation associated
with the Schwinger mechanism as athermal emission, and we refer to the remainder as thermal
emission.
In a sense, these two mechanisms compete: thermal emissions drive the black hole away
from neutrality in a random walk, but the athermal emissions are always of like sign to the
black hole, and tend to discharge it. Equivalently, the black hole emits charges of both signs
as long as |Q| < M − e, but as |Q| increases, the emissions are increasingly biased to have
the same sign as Q. This fact led Gibbons [29] to observe that a small black hole cannot
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maintain even one elementary charge for an appreciable length of time, so long as evaporation
remains active. We are interested in the characteristic lifetime of both neutral and charged
black holes, where any charge implies a significant charge-to-mass ratio due to the small mass,
so we cannot neglect either the thermal or the athermal component. Thus, it is important
for us to compute the absorption coefficient Γ`,m,p for charged leptons to the extent possible
in our framework. The absorption coefficient is calculated by solving the Dirac equation
for an incoming wave with the appropriate boundary conditions in the Reissner-Nördstrom
geometry [34]. The solution can be resolved into ingoing and outgoing waves, from which
transmission and absorption coefficients can be extracted. This has been done numerically
for several particle species by Page [27, 30, 35], resulting in the distribution of eq. (2.4).
In principle, this distribution applies even to black holes with large masses. However, the
time to reach equilibrium grows with the timescale of lepton emission. For black holes whose
Hawking temperatures are below the lowest lepton mass—and certainly for astrophysical
black holes—this timescale is extremely long, and we should expect the charge distribution
of such black holes to be dominated by accretion of charged particles instead of evaporation.
On the other hand, in the low-mass regime, where the Hawking emission timescale is very
short, any charge acquired due to accretion will quickly be erased by evaporation processes,
and the equilibrium distribution will be maintained.
In light of the issues discussed in this section, it is inappropriate to directly extrapolate
the charge distribution of Page [30] to the Planck scale. Instead, in an effort to account
for as many low-mass effects as possible, we implement a similar numerical calculation, and
extract an order-of-magnitude estimate of the fraction of black holes with non-zero charge.
We describe this calculation in the following section.
2.2 Estimating the charged fraction
In light of the problems discussed in section 2, it is infeasible to perform a first-principles
calculation of the fraction of stalled relics with spontaneous charge. However, we can perform
a naive estimate by applying results developed for massive black holes, discarding approxi-
mations wherever possible. This result will not be a robust prediction of the charged fraction,
but will instead represent a semi-classical guess. In this section, we make such an estimate,
and then determine the implied abundance of CPRs today.
We can perform a first estimate of the charged fraction in the relic population by eval-
uating two timescales: the characteristic timescale τneutral for a neutral black hole to acquire
a non-zero spontaneous charge, and the characteristic timescale τcharged for a black hole with
charge Q = e to discharge and become neutral. Then the fraction of objects which are charged
at the moment that evaporation stalls can be estimated as
fcharged =
(
1 +
τneutral
τcharged
)−1
. (2.6)
The timescale τcharged can be bounded below by neglecting time spent at higher charges during
the black hole’s semi-random walk, and evaluating only the minimum time to discharge, i.e.,
τcharged & e
/
dQ−
dt
∣∣∣∣
Q=e
. (2.7)
Here we use the notation dQ−/dt to denote the rate of emission in positive charge only,
i.e., the rate at which the spontaneous charge decreases, as though by addition of negative
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charge. Likewise, dQ+/dt denotes the rate of emission in negative charge only. The overall
evolution of the charge is governed by 〈dQ/dt〉 = dQ+/dt − dQ−/dt on timescales that are
long compared to the emission rate. It is critical to distinguish between the signed emission
rates and the average, since 〈dQ/dt〉 = 0 for Q = 0, while dQ±/dt are individually non-zero.
Since a neutral black hole can decay to a state with either sign with equal probability, we
have dQ+/dt = dQ−/dt ≡ dQ±/dt, and the lifetime of the neutral state can be estimated as
τneutral ' 1
2
e
/
dQ±
dt
∣∣∣∣
Q=0
. (2.8)
Then the charged fraction can be estimated as
fcharged &
(
1 +
1
2
dQ−/dt|Q=e
dQ±/dt|Q=0
)−1
, (2.9)
so our task is to compute dQ±/dt for a black hole near the Planck scale, with a charge of
either zero or e. We neglect higher charges since such black holes should neutralize more
rapidly. The effect of including them would only be to increase the final charged fraction.
Page [30] evaluates dQ−/dt for massive black holes following eq. (2.5), computing the
absorption probability Γ`,m,p numerically. The relevant information is found in fig. 4 of that
work, which shows the emission rate (dN/dt) of charged leptons from a black hole as a function
of the black hole charge for −25e ≤ Q ≤ 25e. Page [30] has calculated this rate separately
for values of Mµ in increments of 0.1 between 0.00 and 0.40 in Planck units, where M is the
black hole and µ is the mass of the emitted lepton. In our case, M ∼ 1 and µ ∼ me/MPl, so
Mµ = 0 is the appropriate choice. Extrapolating those results to our regime, we find that
dQ−/dt|Q=e
dQ±/dt|Q=0
≈ 1.02. (2.10)
In short, this indicates that the athermal Schwinger emissions are at most comparable in rate
to thermal Hawking emissions. If this is indeed the case, and given that we have neglected
higher charges, the charged fraction is fcharged & 1/2.
However, even insofar as we are neglecting the failure of various approximations in
the limit M → MPl, the results of Page [30] cannot be directly applied. In that work,
the numerical calculations themselves were always performed with M  MPl. The label
Mµ = 0.00 does not suggest that the result applies to our case, in which Mµ is vanishingly
small: Mµ ∼ 10−23. But even though we cannot assess the impact of Planck-scale physics on
these results, we can still remove the uncertainty associated with the numerical computation
by re-implementing the calculation and inserting this actual value of Mµ. Further, we solve
eqs. (15) and (16) of Page [30] without neglecting the charge, as was done in that reference.
The results are shown in fig. 1. The implication is qualitatively unchanged for Q ∼ e, with
τneutral/τcharged . 1.04.
Generally speaking, as shown in fig. 4 of Page [30], this ratio approaches unity as the
mass of the black hole decreases. This is to be expected: the emission rate in same-sign
particles scales with the absorption coefficient for modes that discharge the black hole, and
in the low-mass limit, this coefficient is strongly suppressed [29]. The black hole still tends
to discharge rapidly in the absence of charge fluctuations, but in our case, the timescale
for discharge becomes comparable to the timescale of an upward charge fluctuation. This
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Figure 1. Left: the emission rate of (positive) particles of charge +e from a black hole with charge
Ze. The mass of the black hole is fixed to MPl for the purposes of this calculation. This corresponds
to the line “Mµ = 0.00” in fig. 4 of Page [30], but differs in that we carry out the computation for a
mass which is not orders of magnitude larger than the charge. In particular, a substantial modification
to the emission rate is observed when |Q| ∼ M . The red shaded regions indicate where the black
hole is super-extremal. Right: the fractional difference between the emission rate at Q = Ze and the
emission rate at Q = 0, computed at MPl. Note the linear scale. The asymmetry in both the left and
right plots is due to the electrostatic potential, which behaves like a chemical potential, and enhances
the rate of emissions which tend to neutralize the black hole. However, for |Q| ∼ e, the emission rate
is modified by only ∼ 5%.
estimate of the charged fraction does assume that the evaporating black hole rarely enters
the near-extremal regime (Q ∼ M). However, as discussed in section 2.3, we expect near-
extremal states to have a very short lifetime due to athermal emission. Further, the potential
stalling of evaporation due to extremality makes no significant difference to the outcome:
since the rms charge distribution has a width of order 1–10e, and an extremal hole must have
Q ∼ 10M , we do not expect extremality to be an important consideration unless M ∼ 1
already. In any case, extremality effects can only increase the charged fraction.
None of this discussion overcomes the fundamental difficulties with calculations near the
Planck scale. However, this calculation establishes that in the absence of some new physics or
new phenomenology, we should generically expect at least ∼ 50% of black holes to be charged
at the end of their evaporation. If their evaporation is halted, it is thus plausible that the
relic population has a significant charged fraction.
2.3 Near-extremal regime
As the black hole mass approaches MPl, there is an additional (classical) complication: the
charge-to-mass ratio approach unity, changing the geometry of the black hole significantly. If
the black hole’s charge undergoes O(e) fluctuations, then our scenario involves charge-to-mass
ratios of at least e/MPl ≈ 1/11.7. If the charge fluctuates even briefly to O(10e), then we may
expect to have Q/M ∼ 1 at some point during the black hole’s evolution. This is the near-
extremal regime. In this section, we review the properties of extremal Reissner-Nordström
black holes and discuss the implications for the relic population.
An extremal black hole is a black hole with vanishing surface gravity, or equivalently, one
whose mass is the smallest possible for its charge and angular momentum. The self-energy of
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the electric field and the angular momentum can both be thought of as contributing to the
mass, so at fixed charge, the mass cannot be decreased arbitrarily. Super-extremal black holes,
i.e., those with charge beyond the extremal limit, violate the cosmic censorship conjecture
and are generally considered unphysical. In the Reissner-Nordström case, an extremal black
hole has Q/M = 1, meaning that r+ = r−. This corresponds to a charge of 1/
√
α ≈ 11.7e
for a black hole of mass MPl.
Since the temperature of a black hole is proportional to its surface gravity, an exactly
extremal black hole does not produce any thermal Hawking radiation. Indeed, this is required
by the cosmic censorship conjecture: any neutral emission would reduce the mass of the black
hole without a commensurate reduction in charge, leading the black hole to be super-extremal.
The temperature decreases smoothly in the near-extremal regime (see eq. (2.3)). At first
glance, this seems to provide a potential mechanism for the stability of CPRs, completely
apart from Planck-scale physics: if T = 0, it is tempting to conclude that the black hole does
not radiate. In this case, we could suppose the charge of the black hole originally fluctuates
rapidly, following a distribution with some width. Then, as the mass decreases, the black
hole might become extremal, stalling the evaporation process. There are two problems with
this idea: first, extremal black holes are not necessarily stable, even though the Hawking
temperature vanishes. Secondly, even if a near-extremal geometry stabilizes the black hole,
this can only manifest if the black hole is extraordinarily close to extremality. Note that we
only consider near-extremal states due to the third law of black hole thermodynamics, which
states that a black hole cannot evolve to an exactly-extremal state. We will discuss each of
these issues in turn.
Regarding stability, the thermodynamics of near-extremal black holes is still not fully
understood. They certainly cannot emit neutral particles if the cosmic censorship conjecture
holds. But all known charged particles satisfy |q| > m, so it may be possible for an extremal
black hole to athermally emit charged particles. This is a major motivation for the weak
gravity conjecture [36]. Note that athermal emission in the extremal state is consistent with
the emission rate in eq. (2.5): in the limit of small T , the rate vanishes if the argument of
the exponential is positive. On the other hand, for a sufficiently large and negative chemical
potential qΦ, the argument of the exponential is negative, and the low-temperature limit is
proportional to Γ`,m,p(ω, T, qΦ). Recall that Φ = −Q/r+ in our case, and for an extremal
RN black hole, r+ = M = Q. Then the argument of the exponential is negative as long as
qΦ < −ω, so the requirement for the black hole to produce a particle of charge q and mass m
is exactly that |q| > m. Thus, resolving the question of stability depends on the calculation
of the coefficient Γ`,m,p. Heuristically, the black hole could still radiate because the electric
field at the surface of the black hole remains strong, so particle-antiparticle pairs could still
be separated by the Schwinger mechanism, even though the surface gravity vanishes. Several
authors [37–39] discuss emissions from extremal and near-extremal states in more detail.
Regarding the physicality of the extremal state, the third law of black hole thermodynam-
ics is analogous to the ordinary third law of thermodynamics, which implies that no statistical
system can attain a temperature of exactly zero (see e.g. Belgiorno and Martellini [40] for
an extensive discussion). The applicability of statistical laws to small black holes remains an
active area of research [see e.g. 41], but the situation is readily understood heuristically: as
a black hole approaches extremality, its temperature decreases according to eq. (2.3), and its
emission rate decreases. This may stall evaporation temporarily, but the black hole cannot
evaporate to an extremal state by this mechanism. The next question, then, is whether such
stalling is significant on cosmological timescales. The stalling of evaporation near extremality
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was studied numerically for large black holes by Hiscock and Weems [42]. They conclude
that although the third law is satisfied at all times, the reduction of the emission rate in the
near-extremal limit can prolong the black hole lifetime considerably.
However, our scenario is substantially different in that the evaporation cannot be treated
smoothly: since we are interested in a phase of black hole evolution which involves extremely
high temperatures, the black hole can lose charge by emission of charged leptons on timescales
that may be relevant to mass loss. The appropriate analogue of the analysis of Hiscock and
Weems [42] would be to solve a system of differential equations for the evolution of the joint
probability distribution of mass and charge, P(M,Q), treating charge as discrete—that is, a
system of the form
dP(M,Q)
dt
= −
∑
Q′∈Ze
∫ M
0
dM ′ R(M →M ′; Q→ Q′)+
∑
Q′∈Ze
∫ ∞
M
dM ′ P(M ′, Q′)R(M ′ →M ; Q′ → Q), (2.11)
where R(M → M ′; Q→ Q′) gives the differential rate for black hole of mass M and charge
Q to decay to a black hole of mass M ′ and charge Q′. Further, while Hiscock and Weems [42]
use an approximate form of the emission rate which is valid only for sufficiently massive black
holes, R must be the full rate in our case, as computed from eq. (2.5). Under these conditions,
this system is difficult to solve numerically, especially since any numerical evaluation must be
sensitive to extremely small values of M −Q.
Thus, a simpler estimate of the near-extremal behavior is called for. First, observe that
in our case, in order for the charge to stabilize, we must at least have T . me, or else thermal
emissions alone will cause charge fluctuations. But in our scenario, black holes only have an
appreciable probability of being within 1e of extremality when M ∼ MPl—and even then,
the probability is O(1%) if we naively extrapolate the distribution of eq. (2.4). For a black
hole with M ∼ MPl, to have a temperature of T < me, the charge-to-mass ratio must be
extremely close to unity. For fixed Q, the mass M (e)min at which thermal electron production
is frozen out (T = me) is given by
M
(e)
min(Q) = Q+ 2pi
2Q3m2e +O(m3e), (2.12)
where we recall that, in Planck units, me  1. If Q = 12e, then we must have M (e)min −
Q ' 4 × 10−44, so the hole’s mass must depart from its extremal value by no more than
δM ' 5× 10−16 eV. This is an extremely1 small “target” to hit: outside of this region, the
power of emission in charged particles is comparable to that in neutral particles, so the charge
is likely to fluctuate on the same timescale that governs the shrinking of the mass.
This alone does not make it impossible for the hole to enter the near-extremal regime,
but it does make this unlikely to take place during a typical evaporation. To estimate the
probability, we give the following argument: the hole is most likely to be near-extremal when
the mass is lowest. Thus, suppose that the hole passes through the mass range 12e < M <
M
(e)
min(12e) at some time. What is the probability that the charge takes the value 12e at
some moment during this interval, i.e., before the hole evaporates further to M < 12e? Since
M
(e)
min(12e) − 12e < me, the black hole charge cannot change without the mass dropping to
1No pun is hereby intended.
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M < 12e. This means that the black hole must already have charge 12e whenM = M (e)min(12e).
If the spontaneous charge distribution for such a small hole is at all similar to that of its larger
counterparts, which have rms charges of order 6e, this situation is quite unlikely, happening
with a probability of a few percent.
However, there are three scenarios in which extremality may be significant. First, sup-
pose that evaporation stalls at a scale MCPR MPl, or does not stall at all. In this case, the
black hole may enter a mass regime where the maximal charge is comparable to or smaller
than the width of the spontaneous charge distribution, and the chance of freezing out charged
leptons can no longer be neglected. Second, if a sufficiently large population of near-Planck-
scale black holes is produced in the early universe, and only near-extremal holes are stable,
then even a tiny fraction of this initial population could account for a significant fraction of
dark matter. The hot evaporation products of the remainder would redshift away like radi-
ation. Third, any charge associated with a new U(1) symmetry would influence the metric
in the same way as electric charge. In particular, the fine structure constant associated with
the new symmetry could be much smaller than αEM, smoothing out the discrete spontaneous
charge distribution.
For the remainder of this work, we will not need to assume that CPRs are extremal.
However, we note that if even a small fraction of the initial PBH population does evolve to a
state sufficiently near extremality to freeze out thermal lepton emissions, and if this state is
stable to athermal emissions as well, then this makes the CPR scenario viable even if PBH
evaporate completely. In this case, the dark matter density is fixed by the initial number
of evaporating PBH and the fraction that freeze, and all surviving PBH are near-extremal.
However, we note that if extremality is the only stabilizing mechanism, and if these objects
accrete opposite charge at any time, then they are unlikely to stabilize again into a charged
state. Instead, they will completely evaporate. If such destabilization events are still ongoing
in the late universe, this will result in potentially observable bursts of high-energy particles.
2.4 Cosmic history of CPRs
The existence of CPRs today requires a primordial origin for the original generation of black
holes. In this section, we examine the feasibility of producing a detectable population of
CPRs through such a mechanism, starting with their formation in the early universe.
In the simplest scenario, the progenitors of CPRs are produced near the Planck scale
with a monochromatic mass function. However, black holes need not be dominantly produced
near the Planck scale in order to leave behind CPRs today. Multi-modal mass functions have
been invoked to account for all of dark matter while avoiding constraints. More generally,
primordial black holes can be produced with an extended mass function, e.g. with a lognormal
or power-law mass function [6], and such a broad initial spectrum will typically produce a small
abundance of relics by evaporation. Any primordial black hole produced with a mass below
Mevap ∼ 5× 1014 g will evaporate to the Planck scale by the present day [30]. Further, any
black hole produced with a mass below∼ 1016 g has an initial temperature of order 1 MeV, and
thus produces charged leptons rapidly enough to acquire a spontaneous charge, even though
it will continue to evaporate actively today. As such, even if they are dominantly produced
at even higher mass scales, we generically expect to find a low-mass tail that evaporates to
the Planck scale—and might leave behind CPRs.
There are two major constraints on such a scenario: first, even if a relic is left behind
at the end, the total radiation produced by evaporating black holes is constrained by CMB
observables and light element ratios [11]. Second, if the CPRs originate from a population of
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black holes with a component above Mevap, then they do not constitute all of dark matter,
and may indeed account only for a small fraction. In this case, other probes can constrain the
population at higher masses. To investigate the plausibility of such a scenario, we suppose
that all dark matter is in the form of PBHs, and suppose that the black holes above Mevap
do not lose a significant amount of their mass. Then, given the initial mass function dn/dM ,
the density of CPRs today is given by
ΩCPR
ΩDM
≈
MPl
∫Mevap
MPl
dM dndM
MPl
∫Mevap
MPl
dM dndM +
∫∞
Mevap
dMM dndM
. (2.13)
For example, as a toy model, consider a power-law mass function M dN/dM ∝ Mγ−1. As-
suming γ < 0, the mass fraction in CPRs is
ΩCPR
ΩDM
≈ MPlM
γ−1
evap −MγPl
Mγ−1evap [MPl − (1− 1/γ)Mevap]−MγPl
. (2.14)
A CPR fraction f ∼ 1 is produced when γ . −0.1, whereas e.g. f ∼ 10−2 for γ ∼ −10−2.
Next, we must consider the survival of such charged objects over cosmic time. It is
unlikely that a Planck-scale black hole would neutralize by accretion of charged particles,
since the geometric cross section is extremely small. In other words, we expect the accretion
rate to be suppressed by M2Pl. But even if a CPR does accrete, the consequent increase in
mass may restart the evaporation process, and in the low-mass regime, the emission power
in charged particles is comparable to that in neutral particles. If we treat accretion as an
excitation of the black hole remnant to a neutral state with a higher mass, this excited
state can simply decay again to a charged state. Thus, we expect neutralization of the CPR
population to take place very slowly if it happens at all.
A more plausible scenario is that the black hole forms bound states with particles of
opposite sign. For positively-charged CPRs, electron capture would take place alongside the
same process for hydrogen atoms during the epoch of recombination. For negatively-charged
CPRs, capture of protons is even more energetically favorable, since the energy of the bound
state scales with the reduced mass. At first glance, this could interfere with detection: a
net-neutral bound state may be invisible to a terrestrial detector. We will show in section 3.3
that such objects are still detectable. But it is still important to understand the typical charge
state of CPRs far from Earth, in part because accretion of a bound charge might be possible
on cosmological timescales. Thus, we now examine their ionization history.
It is easily checked that reionization proceeds almost identically for CPRs as for hydro-
gen, even for negatively-charged CPRs with bound protons. In this case, following Madau
et al. [43], the CPR population will be fully ionized when emission rate of ionizing photons
per unit volume matches the rate of recombinations, that is,
n˙γ &
nCPR
trec
, (2.15)
where nCPR is the number density of CPRs and trec is the characteristic timescale for recom-
bination with a free proton. We can estimate this timescale as trec ' 1/(npαA), where αA
is the recombination coefficient. We calculate the recombination coefficient αA for a bound
proton following Boardman [44]2. At a typical nebular temperature of 104 K, we find that
αA ' 2× 10−21 cm3/s, versus αA ' 4× 10−13 cm3/s for hydrogen.
2 Note that Boardman [44] contains two typographical errors in eqs. (2) and (3). Correct versions of these
equations can be found in Karzas and Latter [45].
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The much smaller recombination coefficient and number density imply that reionization
should proceed much more rapidly for CPR atoms than for hydrogen: if CPRs at the Planck
mass constitute all of dark matter, then their number density is still lower by a factor of
∼ 10−19 compared to that of protons, and trec is reduced by ∼ 10−8 compared to hydrogen.
We can also account for the fact that the binding energy of a proton with a negatively-charged
CPR is ∼ 25 keV in the ground state, so the only ionizing photons are those with wavelength
λ . 0.5Å, compared with λ < 911Å for hydrogen. If we extrapolate the quasar spectrum of
Madau et al. [43] to small wavelengths, where L(λ) ∼ λ1.8, the emission rate is suppressed
by a factor of ∼ 10−6 compared with photons that ionize hydrogen. This suppression is
insignificant compared to the changes in the number density and recombination timescale, so
we conclude that CPRs will still reionize much more efficiently than hydrogen.
3 Detecting charged black holes terrestrially
In this section, we analyze the interaction of CPRs with matter, and investigate mechanisms
for direct detection. For the purposes of our calculations, we assume that CPRs account for a
fraction fCPR of dark matter by mass (i.e., fCPR = ΩCPR/ΩDM). We assume that evaporation
is halted at a mass MCPR which we allow to differ from MPl, and we assume that MCPR is
independent of the black hole charge. However, we require that MCPR ≥ e ≈MPl/11.7, since
a (classical) black hole with a mass below this threshold cannot have even one elementary
charge without being super-extremal, which we prohibit.
Even when fCPR = 1 and MCPR is minimal, direct detection of such charged CPRs
is limited primarily by the flux of these objects: at such high masses, the number density
of CPRs is much lower than that of typical particle dark matter candidates. The flux is
ΦCPR ' (ρDM/MCPR)vDM, so taking vDM = 300 km/s and ρDM = 0.3 GeV/cm3 gives the
event rate as
N = 0.23 yr−1fCPR
(
MCPR
MPl
)−1(Adetector
1 m2
)
Edetector (3.1)
where Edetector is the fraction of CPRs that will register an event in the detector. Since we are
considering electrically-charged objects, there are detectors for which Edetector ∼ 1, as we will
detail in the following subsection. However, for CPRs, we expect to have MCPR/MPl ∼ 1.
Thus, in order to achieve a detection rate of 1 yr−1, a detector must have Adetector & 4.3 m2.
It is clear from this calculation that a typical dark matter direct detection experiment is
unlikely to encounter more than one such object during its operational lifetime. However, as
we will discuss in the next subsection, the passage of even one CPR through a detector has
the potential to produce an extremely clear signature.
3.1 Signatures of CPR transits
In this section, we discuss the interactions of CPRs with particle detectors. The interactions of
a CPR with matter are similar to those of slow-moving heavy ions. A CPR withMCPR ∼MPl
does not slow down appreciably during its transit through a detector: its kinetic energy is
∼ 12MPl(300 km/s)2 ≈ 6× 1021 eV. This is to be compared to atomic binding energies, which
are typically of order 1 eV. Indeed, a CPR is so massive that an object with a downward
trajectory will gain ∼ 130 eV/Å from gravitational acceleration. Deflection is also negligible,
even in a strong electromagnetic field, so a CPR will deposit energy along a very straight
track. In this respect, a CPR transit can be distinguished from any standard background:
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energy will be deposited at a constant density at a low speed (∼ 0.3 m/µs) along a straight
track.
While detection prospects for CPRs in any given experiment must ultimately be studied
with more detailed modeling, we can still use general methods to estimate signatures of a
CPR transit. As a CPR transits through a detector, it loses energy via Coulomb interactions
with the target electrons and nuclei. The transferred energy may be detectable in the form
of heat, ionization, or scintillation. Each of these signatures scales with the energy deposited
during the transit, typically expressed in terms of the “stopping power”, that is, the energy
loss of the incident particle per unit distance traversed through the material. We will identify
the stopping power, ionization yield, and scintillation yield for particular experimental con-
figurations using numerical simulations, but we begin with a simple estimate of the stopping
power.
Regardless of whether they constitute a significant fraction of dark matter, CPRs should
be highly non-relativistic (β ∼ 10−3). Since this is slower than the outer electrons of the target
atoms, the calculation of stopping power in this regime differs greatly from the relativistic
regime. In particular, the characteristics of CPR interactions with matter are similar to those
of heavy ions. The stopping power for β < 0.05 is well-described by Lindhard-Scharff-Schiott
theory [46], in which it is linear in the velocity and charge of the incident particle, and has
no dependence on its mass. Thus, we can estimate the stopping power in our scenario by
comparing to empirical results for the stopping of non-relativistic muons. In copper, the
stopping power per unit target density for incident muons with β = 10−3 has been measured
as (dE/dx)/ρtarget ∼ 30 MeV/(g/cm2) [fig. 23.1 of 47]. For our purposes, it is useful to
quantify the stopping power in transit through Earth and in semiconductor detectors, and
silicon is a representative material for both. The linear stopping power in silicon is then
dE
dx
∼ 70 MeV/cm. (3.2)
Note that since we may have 〈|ZCPR|〉 > 1, this is a conservative estimate.
This stopping power is likely too small to register in a typical calorimeter. Thus, if
a CPR is to be detectable, it must produce an ionization or scintillation signature. Given
the stopping power, the ionization yield depends again on the particle velocity and material
properties. The stopping power has two components, corresponding to interactions with
electrons (electronic stopping power) and with nuclei (nuclear stopping power). For highly
relativistic particles, nuclear stopping is typically negligible compared to electronic stopping,
but this is not the case in the highly non-relativistic regime. Indeed, the maximum energy
that a CPR can transfer to a recoiling electron with mass me is given by
∆Emax = 2mev
2
DM ≈ 1 eV. (3.3)
This maximum energy transfer is smaller than typical ionization energies, so direct ionization
via electronic interactions is not likely to be efficient. On the other hand, the maximum
energy transfer in a recoil with a nucleus of mass number A is
∆Emax = 2mAv
2
DM = 186 keV ×
(
A
100
)(
vDM
300 km/s
)2
, (3.4)
much higher than that of electronic recoils. Thus, we expect interactions between the CPR
and nuclei to dominate in a typical detector.
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While ionization and scintillation are most efficiently produced by electronic interactions,
nuclear stopping can also produce these signals, since the recoil energy of the nucleus can
be partially transferred to bound electrons. The attendant loss of efficiency, or quenching, is
expressed via the ratio of yields from nuclear and electronic scattering. Such quenching factors
are dependent on the target material, and values are typically measured experimentally [see
e.g. 48, 49]. To estimate the stopping power, ionization yield, and scintillation yield due to
nuclear recoils, we used the Monte Carlo code SRIM [50], which simulates the passage of ions
through matter. We simulated “hydrogen” ions with SRIM’s maximum allowable particle mass
of 10 000 u and with a velocity of 300 km/s. This corresponds to a kinetic energy of 4.7 MeV,
still very large compared to the binding energies relevant for the interaction. In any case, we
performed our simulations in 1 micron-thick layers of detector material, so the change in the
momenta of the simulated ions was negligible. In the following section, we discuss the results
of our simulations and the implications for different experimental modalities.
3.2 Detection mechanisms
Here we briefly survey several detector technologies to evaluate whether they would be suitable
for detecting CPRs.
Bubble chambers. Hawking [51] noted that charged Planck-mass black holes would leave
tracks in bubble chambers, and speculated that unidentified tracks in previous experiments
could be explained by the presence of these objects. A bubble will form in superheated
fluid if the energy deposited within a critical radius exceeds a given threshold energy. For
concreteness, we consider the response of the PICO experiment [52, 53], whose bubble chamber
has a threshold energy of 3.3 keV for a critical radius rc = 2× 10−8 m.
From the SRIM output, we integrated the energy deposited in a sliding window of width
rc, and found that the deposited energy was sufficient to form a track with a linear bubble
density of ∼ 105 m−1. This is not surprising: PICO is highly sensitive to α decays, which
generate nuclear recoils of similar energy to those from CPRs. Further, a straight bubble
track would not be expected from weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), which are
expected to only interact once in the detector volume, and would be distinct from background
signals from neutrons, which leave jagged tracks. However, even large bubble chambers have
insufficient area to place strong constraints on the flux of CPRs. The proposed 500L version
of PICO [54] would require several decades of continuous exposure to place any constraint on
the abundance of CPRs.
Atmospheric fluorescence detectors. Ultra-high energy cosmic rays incident on the atmo-
sphere generate hadronic and electromagnetic showers which ionize nitrogen molecules that
subsequently fluoresce, emitting visible light. Arrays of photomultiplier tubes, such as the
High Resolution Fly’s Eye (HiRes) observatory [55], are capable of detecting this fluorescence
and reconstructing the track of the cosmic ray. Since HiRes can detect emissions over an area
of order 1 km2, this seems like an attractive way to detect a particle with a very low flux.
We evaluated the potential of atmospheric fluorescence detectors to observe the energy
deposition from the passage of a CPR. In dry air at sea level, our SRIM calculation yielded an
energy deposition of ∼ 12 MeV/m. Assuming an average of 3.5 eV/photon and a (generous)
fluorescence efficiency of 5% [56], the photon yield is about 5× 104 µs−1 for a relic moving
at 300 km/s. At the surface, background light from stars, light pollution, and other sources
is about 5× 105 m−2 sr−1 µs−1. Given that a typical photomultiplier tube in HiRes observes
1 square degree with a 5 m2 mirror, the background event rate is ∼ 100 µs−1. A CPR must
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then pass within a few meters of the mirror for the signal to overcome background photons,
reducing the effective area of this class of detectors considerably. Atmospheric detectors are
thus unlikely to place strong constraints on CPRs even in a decade of operating time.
Cherenkov detectors. An attractive possibility is to search for CPRs with neutrino detectors
(e.g. IceCube [57], Super-Kamiokande [58]) or imaging atmospheric Cherenkov detectors
(e.g. VERITAS [59], HAWC [60]), since they have extremely large (∼ km2) effective areas.
However, regardless of their origin, we expect CPRs to be highly non-relativistic. Thus, we
do not expect any Cherenkov radiation to be emitted as they traverse these detector media.
Instead, light would be produced only by scintillation and ionization processes. Such a signal
is distinguishable from those produced by relativistic particles in that light would be emitted
isotropically from the track rather than in the cone shape characteristic of Cherenkov light.
But a CPR transit would be extremely slow, taking place on the order of several ms, compared
to typical targets observed over a duration of order µs. Thus, even if the light from ionization
is observable, detecting it would require a non-trivial triggering mechanism.
Dark matter searches. CPRs are highly penetrating and ionizing, so a CPR transit would
leave a distinct signal in semiconductor and liquid xenon detectors, including dark matter
direct detection experiments and neutrinoless double beta decay searches [61]. Since CPRs
are negligibly slowed by their interactions with materials, a CPR would produce a straight
track in a detector with a transit time of order 1 µs in a typical experiment, a unique signature.
Further, while the overburdens in these experiments significantly reduce background, they do
not affect the flux of CPRs. However, the flux itself is small, and these detectors typically
have small cross-sectional areas. Even next-generation experiments are unlikely to detect
more than a few CPRs in ten years, so they cannot produce significant constraints on the
CPR population.
Monopole searches. Magnetic monopoles are expected to be found at very large masses,
and due to their high magnetic charges, monopole transits share some characteristics with
CPR transits. As such, it is possible that monopole searches can impose constraints on CPRs
as well. In section 4.1, we investigate this possibility in detail in the context of the MACRO
experiment [62].
Liquid argon detectors. Liquid argon time-projection chambers [63] have recently been
employed in several neutrino experiments [64–70], some of which have much larger cross-
sectional area than is typical for dark matter experiments. Since the transit of a CPR has a
unique signature, backgrounds are of no concern, so existing neutrino experiments have the
potential to detect CPRs. We expect that liquid argon detectors can be used to place strong
constraints on the CPR population, and we elaborate on detection prospects in the ICARUS
experiment in section 4.2.
Paleo-detectors. Recently, Drukier et al. [71] proposed the detection of WIMP dark matter
through small tracks left in ancient minerals by dark matter recoils. The major strength of
such “paleo-detectors” is their exposure time, of order 109 yr. This is uniquely well-suited to
our case of interest, where detection is primarily limited by flux rather than detector efficiency.
Moreover, we need not await the results of WIMP searches in ancient minerals: the recent
paleo-detector proposals are extensions of similar searches already performed e.g. by Ghosh
and Chatterjea [72] to constrain the flux of supermassive magnetic monopoles. These results
should already be applicable to CPRs, and we discuss them in section 4.3.
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3.3 Detection of CPR “atoms”
In section 2.4, we argued that if CPRs form net-neutral bound states with electrons or atomic
nuclei, they should be fully reionized by the present day. This applies to the astrophysical pop-
ulation of CPRs, but not necessarily to the terrestrial population relevant for direct detection.
While enroute to a detector, an originally bare CPR may recombine with electrons or atomic
nuclei to form a bound CPR “atom” (or “neutraCHAMP”, in the language of Dimopoulos
et al. [23]).
First we consider the possibility of recombination in the atmosphere, following Dimopou-
los et al. [23]. In this case, positively-charged CPR with bound electrons will be rapidly ionized
by solar UV radiation. The probability of recombination with an atmospheric electron is given
by
Prec = σrecρe−L, (3.5)
where σrec is the recombination cross section, ρe− is the free electron density, and L is the
depth of the atmosphere. We take σrec = 10−5pia20, L = 100 km, and conservatively estimate
ρe− = 10
6 cm−3, which yields Prec ≈ 10−3. Negatively-charged CPRs bound to a nucleus of
atomic number A will not be ionized by solar UV, as the binding energy is ∼ Z2 (25 keV).
In this case, Dimopoulos et al. [23] calculated the mean free path for recombination with a
14N nucleus to be λrec = 4× 1010 g cm−2β2/ρatm & 300 km, corresponding to a recombination
cross section of σrec ' 6× 10−34 cm2.
However, it is not clear that the latter cross section is applicable to interactions with
atmospheric gas. Experimentally, cross sections for charge transfer onto slow ions in gaseous
CO and CO2 are much larger, of order 10−16 cm2 [73]. The corresponding mean free path
in the atmosphere is microscopic. Additionally, in passing through solid overburden enroute
to a detector, a bare CPR would be very likely to acquire bound charge: experiments and
simulations show that the recombination timescale of molecular hydrogen ions in carbon is
O(10 fs) [74–76]. Thus, we must consider the possibility of detecting CPRs bound into neutral
“atoms”.
The stopping of partially-ionized or neutral atoms in materials differs from that of bare
ions in that the screening effect of bound charges substantially modifies the potential. This
generally diminishes but does not eliminate the stopping power. Numerous efforts have been
made to model the stopping of neutral atoms [77–82], and much work in particular has been
devoted to the development of an “effective charge” for such objects. In many circumstances,
the effective charge of a neutral atom of atomic number Z1 is Zeff ' 0.7Z1 [78]. However, the
effective charge is generally a function of parameters beyond the nuclear charge and ionization
state, including the atomic number Z2 of the target and the velocity of the projectile [81].
We are interested in the low-velocity, low-Z1 regime for a wide variety of target materials—
from xenon (Z2 = 54) to argon (Z2 = 18) to the silicates, chlorides, and sulfates found in
paleo-detectors. We typically have Z1  Z2, which reduces the impact of screening and
enhances the stopping power [81]. However, these results generally hold for velocities much
greater than the Bohr velocity, e2/(4piε0~) ' 7 × 10−3c. Our fiducial velocity is ∼ 10−3c,
and the effective charge may be different in this limit. Brandt and Kitagawa [78] find that
the effective charge increases at low velocities, so we expect that the aforementioned effective
charge of Zeff ' 0.7Z1 is an estimate of a lower bound rather than an upper bound.
Since the stopping power of bare CPRs is very large for detection purposes, screening
effects of this order have no qualitative impact on detection signatures. Thus, in subsequent
calculations, we will ignore the distinction between bare and atomic CPRs. In particular, we
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will assume that the ionization and scintillation yields are comparable for the two projectiles.
Note that we do not consider excitation or ionization of the CPR atom, as these effects would
tend to increase the stopping power still further.
4 Constraints and future prospects
4.1 MACRO experiment
The MACRO experiment [62] performed a search for GUT-scale magnetic monopoles, placing
an upper limit on the monopole flux at 5.5× 10−4 m−2 yr−1 (90% CL). This is significantly
lower than the flux we estimate in eq. (3.1). Since monopole transits are similar in many
respects to CPR transits, we investigate the extent to which this bound can be applied to the
CPR population.
The MACRO experiment consists of six independent analyses with different experimental
properties. At velocities β ∼ 10−3, there are two applicable constraints: the Wave Form
Digitizer (WFD) analysis of the liquid scintillator system, and an analysis of streamer tubes
filled with a mixture of helium and n-pentane. The streamer tube analysis relies on the
Drell effect [83]: an incident magnetic monopole excites helium atoms, which then ionize n-
pentane molecules. The Drell effect is specific to magnetic monopoles, and we do not expect a
comparable phenomenon to occur in the case of CPR transits unless they are also magnetically
charged. Thus, we turn our attention to the WFD search.
The WFD analysis was based on a data from a liquid scintillator detector equipped
with photomultiplier tubes. The trigger was designed for slowly-moving monopoles, and was
sensitive to photoelectrons emitted in sequence over several microseconds. Transient signals
with a duration below 100 ns were discarded. The WFD search set an upper limit to the flux
at 9.9× 10−4 m−2 yr−1 (90% CL). If we assume that the search was fully sensitive to CPRs,
this corresponds to a bound on the charged fraction of f . 0.5%, sufficient to rule out CPRs
as the dominant component of dark matter. A dedicated search in comparable hardware
would certainly be capable of establishing a bound at least this strong.
4.2 ICARUS experiment
We now restrict our attention to liquid argon detectors, of the type pioneered by Rubbia [63].
For concreteness, we consider the ICARUS detector, which operated for three years at Gran
Sasso Laboratory [84] and is currently being installed as a short baseline neutrino detector at
Fermilab [69].
ICARUS consists of two chambers, each containing approximately 480 tons of liquid
argon. The chambers are equipped with photomultiplier tubes and wire cages, so they are
capable of detecting both scintillation light [85] and ionization [86] from keV-scale nuclear
recoils. For the majority of the data collection at Gran Sasso, ICARUS was only triggered
in time coincidence with the CERN neutrino beam, and therefore would likely have ignored
any potential signal from a CPR transit.
The mean scintillation efficiency for nuclear recoils in liquid argon is about 0.25 [85], cor-
responding to a scintillation yield of approximately 13 photons per keV of deposited energy.
We simulated the passage of a CPR through liquid argon with SRIM and found a stopping
power per unit target density of approximately 93 MeV/(g/cm2). Even if we only include
recoils above 10 keV, the resulting scintillation yield is ∼ 7× 105 photons/cm. Using a con-
servative estimate of 6 e−/keV for the secondary ionization yield [86], we find that the transit
yields ∼ 3× 105 e−/cm. Both signals are well above the detection thresholds of ICARUS’
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ICARUS ArgoNeuT LArIAT SBND ProtoDUNE DUNE MicroBooNE
80.5 [64] 1.01 [65] 1.01 [66] 22.4 [67] 104 [68] 792 [69] 28.3 [70]
Table 1. Effective areas of current and future liquid argon detectors in m2 (see text for details).
The strength of constraints scales linearly with the detector area. Of these, ICARUS is the
largest detector currently operational.
readout electronics. Indeed, these signals are much more significant than the scintillation and
ionization signals from minimum-ionizing particles like muons, which have a stopping power
of about 1.5 MeV/(g/cm2).
The combination of high scintillation yields, high ionization yields, and a long crossing
time (several µs) in the detector would be a smoking-gun signature of a CPR transit. A
dedicated search should be able to use these factors to discriminate against cosmic ray back-
grounds, even with ICARUS at the surface. In fig. 2, we show the expected upper limits on
the CPR density that could be obtained from a dedicated search with ICARUS on various
time scales. The limits are presented as a function of the fraction of dark matter in the form
of detectable charged relics.
While we evaluate fiducial constraints using the parameters of the ICARUS experiment,
there are several other similar liquid argon detectors that may be also be usable for CPR
searches. Assuming that the readout electronics of each detector are sensitive to CPR transits,
the maximum abundance of CPRs compatible with non-detection scales inversely with the
effective area Aeff of the detector, defined as the cross-sectional area of the detector averaged
over the arrival direction. For a rectangular prism with side lengths Li, we have Aeff =
1
2(LxLy+LxLz+LyLz), and for a cylinder of radius r and length L, we have Aeff =
1
2pir(L+r).
We summarize the effective areas of various detectors in table 1.
4.3 Paleo-detectors
We now examine the prospects for detecting CPRs with paleo-detectors [71]. For WIMP
detection, the key prediction is the spectrum of lengths of the ionization tracks produced by
recoiling nuclei. For our purposes, the CPR itself takes the role of the nucleus. Since a CPR
is negligibly slowed even by macroscopic volumes of matter, an ionization track from a CPR
transit will be extremely long. Recall that we are interested in typical kinetic energies of
order 1021 eV. If we take the typical stopping power in rock to be dE/dx ∼ 100 MeV/cm,
as in eq. (3.2), then CPRs should pass through Earth entirely without losing more than a
fraction ∼ 10−4 of their energy. In principle, the resulting tracks would cross the entire planet,
although they would be disrupted over time by geological effects.
Furthermore, the exposure time is such that a paleo-detector with cross-sectional area
A should have a number of ionization tracks given by
N ∼ 200
(
A
1 mm2
)(
tobs
109 yr
)
E . (4.1)
where the efficiency E accounts for the probability of track production, track survival, and
track detection. If E ∼ 1, this extremely high track density means that paleo-detectors should
be capable of placing very stringent constraints on the CPR population. For this reason, track
searches in ancient minerals have already been used to constrain the flux of supermassive
magnetic minerals, which have a similar detection signature [72]. If these searches are taken
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Figure 2. Projected 99% CL upper limit on the mass and density of CPRs with experiments of
several classes. See text for details. Orange: a 10 yr exposure of XENON1T [3]. Magenta: solid: a
3 yr exposure of ICARUS. The dashed line shows a 1 yr exposure. Green: solid: estimated limits from
a paleo-detector with E = 1 and a 1 cm2 Gyr exposure. The dashed line shows a 1 mm2 Gyr exposure.
Blue: strongest possible limits from monopole searches, including a direct search by MACRO and a
search for tracks in ancient mica [72]. (section 4.1). Dotted gray: relic fractions produced assuming
an initial a power-law mass function with index γ. Contours step from γ = −0.05 to γ = 0.05 from
top to bottom in increments of 0.02. Shaded gray: region prohibited by super-extremality for a
charge of 1e.
to be sufficiently sensitive to detect a CPR track, then we can already infer a limit of ∼
4× 10−6 m−2 yr−1 on the flux of CPRs.
The disadvantage of paleo-detectors is that a particular track cannot be identified as
a CPR in a small volume of material. Paleo-detectors do not directly measure the speed
of the transit, which is an important experimental signature for our purposes. In a large
piece of material undisturbed by geological processes, a CPR transit may be identifiable by
the length of the track, but this may require additional technological development and other
modifications to paleo-detector-based searches. Thus, paleo-detectors can constrain CPRs,
but may not easily furnish a confirmed detection. Still, we show prospective constraints from
paleo-detectors in fig. 2.
5 Discussion
In the foregoing sections, we have argued that Planck-scale relics of evaporating primordial
black holes may generically have charges of order e, and we have shown that plausible forms
of the PBH mass spectrum lead to a significant CPR population today. The formation of
these objects is inextricably connected to quantum gravity, and the process is sensitive to
new physics at extremely high energies. We have further shown that if CPRs constitute a
significant fraction of dark matter, then they can be detected terrestrially. Indeed, not only
are such objects detectable, but the detection signature would be a smoking gun with few
alternative possibilities.
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The implications of such a detection cannot be overstated. In addition to furnishing a
direct detection of dark matter, this would confirm the PBH paradigm, providing great insight
into the conditions of the early universe. An abundant population of such objects would
furnish the first system for the direct laboratory study of gravity in the quantum regime. Of
course, most immediately, even a single detection would establish that black holes do not
evaporate completely, but leave behind a relic. Even non-detection may provide significant
information: if dark matter is one day found to be composed of PBHs, and their mass function
is established, the fraction of CPRs produced is easily calculated. Non-detection at that level
would establish that evaporating black holes leave no relics, or that such relics cannot be
charged.
With these objectives in mind, we have tentatively derived existing constraints from the
MACRO experiment and ancient mineral searches, which already exclude fCPR = 1 at the
99% confidence level across the entire mass range we consider. However, there are numerous
scenarios which predict a much smaller CPR fraction. If dark matter is composed mainly of
PBHs at a higher mass scale, but produced with a broad mass spectrum, then a low-mass
tail evaporates to the Planck scale, producing a smaller abundance of CPRs. Further, the
uncertainties in the estimation of the charge fraction imply that only a small fraction of
Planck-scale relics may be charged. Thus, there is ample motivation to search for smaller
CPR fractions.
Fortunately, performing such a search requires no new equipment apart from possible
modifications to experimental triggers. We have projected stringent constraints from the
ICARUS experiment, which can set a bound fCPR . 10−2 if MCPR ' MPl. Our projected
constraints from paleo-detectors strengthen the bound to fCPR . 10−4 at MPl, and can
constrain the CPR dark matter fraction at the per cent level even if MCPR lies an order of
magnitude above MPl. Taken together, these bounds would be sufficient to exclude CPRs as
a significant fraction of dark matter even if they lie at a different mass, or acquire spontaneous
charge with a somewhat smaller probability. They are also extremely inexpensive to obtain.
6 Conclusions
Primordial black hole dark matter remains a viable and parsimonious dark matter candidate.
If dark matter is in the form of Planck-scale relics, such objects would be effectively sterile
with respect to the standard model if neutral. In this work, we have argued that such relics
may in fact carry charges of order e, in which case dark matter could be composed largely
of Charged Planck-scale Relics (CPRs). We have shown that CPR dark matter is detectable
terrestrially, with initial constraints already set by the null results of monopole searches.
Moreover, upcoming experiments can be used conduct a much more sensitive search for CPRs
with little or no modification. Even a single detection would come with significant implications
for black hole physics, the behavior of gravity in the quantum regime, and the nature of dark
matter.
The interpretation of non-detection is more subtle. Optimistically, null results can con-
strain the overall population of relic black holes, with implications for either the PBH mass
function or the quantum gravity mechanisms that stabilize them. Realistically, however, the
argument we present in this work only motivates the possibility of a substantial charged
fraction—it is not a rigorous prediction. As such, we cannot immediately draw conclusions
regarding the abundance of black hole relics in general.
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However, up to some of the other uncertainties discussed in this work, it is conceivable
that the charge distribution could be rigorously predicted within the context of a candidate
quantum gravity theory. In this case, the abundance and charge distribution of relic black
holes would become testable predictions of such a theory. Remarkably, as we have shown, we
may already have experimental access to such a scenario. The constraints we draw on the
abundance of CPRs may thus translate into constraints on the structure of physics at the
Planck scale.
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